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A complete and consistent set (elastic, dielectric, and piezoelectric tensors) of a commercial lead-free

(YXt)-45� cut KNbO3 single crystal is reported. These data were obtained using several samples

and the resonance-antiresonance method. Particular attention was paid to the consistency of this

delivered database. A genetic algorithm with an appropriate criterion was used. Electromechanical

characterization revealed a high thickness coupling factor of approximately 60%. These properties

make this single crystal a good candidate for several applications such as medical imaging. This

complete set provides a basis for simulation designs of such devices integrating this piezoelectric

lead-free material, especially for ultrasonic transducers.VC 2014 AIP Publishing LLC.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4902168]

I. INTRODUCTION

For decades, PZT ceramics1 and its derived composi-

tions have dominated the market due to their high piezoelec-

tric properties and efficient production processes. PMN-PT

and PZN-PT single crystals deliver even higher piezoelectric

coefficients, such as d33, and coupling factors such as k33
over 90%.2 Currently, these materials are integrated in a

wide range of devices and, in particular, in ultrasonic

applications (transducers for non-destructive testing—NDT,

underwater sonar systems and medical imaging). The

increasing success of these materials is associated with

health and environmental problems due to the presence of

lead. Today, many countries and organizations worldwide

are restricting or including in their legislation hazardous

substances to be substituted by safer alternatives.3 Among

the most researched lead-free compositions are perovskite

barium titanate, alkaline niobates, and bismuth sodium

titanates.4–6 Particular attention has been paid to (K0.5Na0.5)

NbO3 (KNN) ceramics due to their high piezoelectric coeffi-

cients and high Curie temperatures. Like lead-based compo-

sitions, lead-free single crystals can also deliver very high

electromechanical performances depending on the selection

of the poling and crystallographic directions. Moreover,

some domain-engineering methods can also be used to

enhance the piezoelectric properties. Several options already

exist with KNbO3 or BaTiO3
7 single crystals. In particular,

the interest in KNbO3 is not new, as the first publications

date from the 1970s for optic, electro-optic, and mechanical

applications.8–11 Wiesendanger proposed the first piezoelec-

tric characteristics of this material.10 Then, Zgonik et al.

completed this characterization with piezoelectric and optic

measurements to provide additional properties for the same

material.12 In 2000, Nakamura and Kawamura performed a

study on the orientation dependence of the piezoelectric

properties of KNbO3 and used different cuts to optimize spe-

cific electromechanical coupling factors.13 For medical

imaging applications, length-extensional (k33) and thickness-

extensional (kt) modes are commonly used. Values of 83%

and 69%, for k33 and kt, respectively, have been theoretically

obtained. Finally, several experimental cuts from

Nakamura’s work were used to verify selected coupling

coefficient values.14,15 Davis et al. characterized monodo-

main and polydomain single crystals only in thickness mode.

These authors also performed a frequential study that

confirmed that this material is suitable for high-frequency

applications.

In this paper, we focus on the (YXt)–45� cut, using IEEE

standard notation,16 in the orthorhombic frame, which allows

us to favor both coupling factors k33 and kt simultaneously.

This cut is identical to the cut described by Davis et al.15 The

microstructure of a (YXt)–45� cut KNbO3 crystal from FEE

GmbH (Ref. 17) is first studied. Then, material characteriza-

tion is performed using the resonance-antiresonance

method16 to obtain a complete set of elastic, dielectric, and

piezoelectric constants. The method proposed is the same

approach as those already used for several single crystal char-

acterizations.18 As it is often the case for the establishment of

a complete set of material constants, the authors mix meas-

ured and calculated values. This can lead to violations in the

interrelations between particular groups of electromechanical

constants.19 Then, a non-consistent database is provided,

which may have significant consequences on the accuracy of

the simulations performed for the design of new devices inte-

grating these piezoelectric materials. In this study, a method

using a genetic algorithm is proposed to optimize the consis-

tency of a full set of material through the minimization of a

defined criterion. Finally, this complete set was used to calcu-

late the orientational dependence of the velocities and cou-

pling factors in three different planes.a)Electronic mail: franck.levassort@univ-tours.fr
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II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Crystal structure and orientation

KNbO3 is orthorhombic and belongs to the mm2 point

group. The corresponding space group is Bmm2 (S.G.

N�38), with lattice parameters a¼ 5.697 Å, b¼ 3.971 Å, and

c¼ 5.723 Å.8 This structure is similar to the orthorhombic

polymorph of BaTiO3. The distortion is characterized by A

and B cations displacements from the centers of coordination

of the polyhedra, without tilting. KNbO3 structure lattice

parameters are related to those of the aristotype perovskite

pseudo-cubic structure by the relationships a ’ ap
ffiffiffi

2
p

,

b¼ ap, and c ’ ap
ffiffiffi

2
p

. The reference system of this space

group corresponds to the description previously used by

Zgonik et al.12 and by Nakamura et al.14 in their study of the

electromechanical properties. In this reference system, the

spontaneous polarization Ps is collinear to the two-fold axis,

directed along the “c” direction. The “b” lattice parameter is

the shortest one, parallel to one pseudo-cubic direction,

while the “a” and “c” axes form an angle of 45� with the

pseudo-cubic axes (Fig. 1).

As indicated by the supplier, the crystal is oriented in

such a way that the direction is perpendicular to the largest

face of the crystal (thickness direction Z) lies along the

bisectrix of the “a” and “c” axes, with the “b” axis lying

along one edge of the crystal (Fig. 2). This orientation was

verified for one of the thin electroded samples (plate shape

with gold electrodes) used for electromechanical characteri-

zation using a four-circle diffractometer (Nonius Kappa

CCD). The obtained lattice parameters correspond quite well

to the reported values.

According to this orientation, the largest face of the

sample studied corresponds to [101] planes. This sample was

thus studied using conventional h/2h X-ray diffraction

(Bruker D8 advance, Cu Ka1, k¼ 0.15406 nm) to check for

a single orientation. The results are represented in log scale,

in order to reveal peaks of low intensity (Fig. 3). In addition

to the peaks associated to the gold electrode (stars), only

four KNbO3 diffraction peaks are observed: (i) two sharp

(101) and (202) peaks (FWHM¼ 0.05�) and (ii) two broader

(010) and (020) peaks of lower intensity. As a matter of com-

parison, the relative intensities for a randomly oriented

powder (normalized to 100) are also represented in lower

part of Fig. 3, together with their indexing in Bmm2 space

group.

For powder, the most intense peak is the (111) (100%,

2h¼ 31.579�). The (101) and (010) peaks (2h¼ 22.001� and
22.370�), respectively, present relative intensities of 44.4%

and 21.7%. In our case, the absence of all the diffraction

peaks, except the (101), (010), (202), and (020) agrees with

the study of a (almost) single crystal sample. The two sharp

(101) and (202) peaks confirm that the surface studied corre-

sponds to (101) planes, according to the crystal orientation.

In addition, (010) and (020) peaks are also detected, evidenc-

ing for a (010) secondary orientation. As a consequence, we

cannot consider this crystal as being totally single domain.

The intensity ratio of the (101) to (010) peaks is 40.8, against

2.05 for powder. Thus, this secondary orientation represents

only a small part of the crystal, indicating a minor contribu-

tion to the physical properties.

B. Electromechanical characterization

For the study of the KN single crystal, several

samples needed to be cut from the sample purchased

(10� 10� 3mm3). To determine the elastic, piezoelectric,

and dielectric constants from the KNbO3 single crystal, the

resonance-antiresonance method was used. As illustrated in

Fig. 4, the original piece is used to fabricate the IEEE stand-

ard samples16 (numbered from 1 to 5) for electromechanical

characterization. The samples were cut to favor resonance

modes for which the analytic electromechanical coupling

factor is known. The characterized modes from these sam-

ples appear in the range from 5MHz to 15MHz. The exper-

imental set-up used to measure the electrical impedance is

composed of an HP4395A spectrum analyzer with its

impedance test kit and specific spring clip fixture.

The components from the dielectric tensor at constant

strain �S were measured from the capacitance value at twice the

anti-resonance frequency with samples 1 for �S33 and 5 for �S11.
For �S22, another sample is used (only for this measurement)

and it is similar to number 5 but in the Y-direction.

Components �T11 and �T33 from the dielectric tensor at constant

stress were deduced thanks to k15 and kt. The electromechanical

FIG. 1. Unit cell of orthorhombic KNbO3 (Bmm2 space group) and corre-

spondence of orthorhombic crystal axes with respect to the pseudo-cubic

axes.

FIG. 2. Orientation frame (XYZ) of the studied crystal according to the crys-

tallographic axes.
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coupling factors kt, k33, k15, k31, and k32 were measured from

the resonance-antiresonance frequencies. Finally, the elastic

constants sE11; s
E
12; s

E
22; s

E
33; s

D
33; c

E
33; c

D
33; c

E
55, and cD55 and pie-

zoelectric constants e33, e15, d31, d32, and d33 were deduced.
20

C. Consistency of the complete set

1. Quantification criterion

Generally, for a complete set of materials, the values

calculated are determined using some of the 16 possible

intercoefficient relations summarized in Table I. For exam-

ple, to determine the cE tensor (elastic constant at constant

electric field), relations (5), (7), and (14) can be used; how-

ever, practically, one is enough. If only one of these relations

is selected, the corresponding parameters will be favored. To

obtain a consistent set of tensors, all the intercoefficient rela-

tions must be respected considering the measured values.

Each intercoefficient relation from Table I is an equality

of 2 matrices noted L, for the left member, and R, for the

right member for further study. The dimensions of these mat-

rices differ depending on the intercoefficient relation used

(3� 3, 3� 6, or 6� 6). Then, a term-by-term comparison

between L and R is performed by one division to overcome

problems due to the different orders of magnitude. Finally,

the C-matrix, or the comparison matrix, corresponding to the

intercoefficient relation k, with k [,1,16 is built to keep posi-

tive components (so two possibilities for the division) as

follows:

FIG. 3. X-ray diffraction pattern

obtained on the surface of one platelet

(log scale, h/2h configuration, Cu Ka1,

k¼ 0.15406 nm, stars¼Au gold elec-

trodes), showing the (101) main orien-

tation, together with (010) secondary

orientation. In red, the intensities of

the diffraction peaks for KNbO3 pow-

der (JCPDS card 04-007-9572).

FIG. 4. Samples numbered from 1 to 5 in the frame (XYZ). The grey part

corresponds to the electrodes.

TABLE I. Intercoefficient relations given in the Voigt notation.20 Subscripts

k, l, and m (respectively, n, p, and q) range from 1 to 3 (respectively, from 1

to 6).

bSkm�
S
ml ¼ dkl (1) dkp ¼ �Tklglp (9)

bTkm�
T
ml ¼ dkl (2) ekp ¼ �Sklhlp (10)

�Tkl ÿ �Skl ¼ dkneln (3) gkp ¼ bTkldlp (11)

bSkl ÿ bTkl ¼ gknhln (4) hkp ¼ bSklelp (12)

cEpns
E
nq ¼ dpq (5) dkq ¼ ekps

E
pq (13)

cDpns
D
nq ¼ dpq (6) ekq ¼ dkpc

E
pq (14)

cDpq ÿ cEpq ¼ emphmq (7) gkq ¼ hkps
D
pq (15)

sEpq ÿ sDpq ¼ dmpgmq (8) hkq ¼ gkpc
D
pq (16)
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Ck i; jð Þ ¼

L i; jð Þ
R i; jð Þ ÿ 1; if

L i; jð Þ
R i; jð Þ > 1

R i; jð Þ
L i; jð Þ ÿ 1;

8

>

>

>

<

>

>

>

:

(17)

where i,j [ [1, N] and N depend on the tensor nature. For

example, for the intercoefficient relations (16), the C-matrix

component of the 2nd line (i¼ 2) and 4th column (j¼ 4) is

written as follows:

C16 2; 4ð Þ ¼
h24= g24c

D
44

ÿ �

ÿ 1; if
h24

g24c
D
44

> 1

g24c
D
44

ÿ �

=h24 ÿ 1:

8

>

<

>

:

(18)

Each term of the C-matrix is calculated, and a zero value is

considered if the term is less than 1 � 10ÿ4 (the selected nu-

merical accuracy). Finally, a value called p is calculated to

verify the consistency. For a set of elastic, piezoelectric, and

dielectric parameters, p is defined as follows:

p ¼ max
1 � i; j � N

1 � k � 16

fCkði; jÞg; (19)

when p is 0, the set of parameters is considered as perfectly

consistent (according to the chosen numerical accuracy).

Consistency is important for numerical simulations such as

ultrasonic device modeling using finite-element method soft-

ware. Indeed, in practice, only one electro-elastic moduli (i.e.,

one elastic, one piezoelectric, and one dielectric tensor) is used

to perform these theoretical predictions. If the full set of this

material has a weak consistency (or high value of p), it means

that, with a specific electro-elastic moduli (containing, for

example, cE, e, and �S), the result obtained is different from

one achieved with another electro-elastic moduli (for example,

sE, d, and �T) from the same complete set. These differences

introduce non-negligible errors in the theoretical results.

2. Optimization algorithm

As already mentioned, the aim of this paper is to provide

a full set for the KNbO3 single crystal with the best possible

consistency. The values measured from part II B are fixed.

Therefore, other components must be found to satisfy at best

all the intercoefficient relations. This step is the optimization

step. For the orthorhombic structure of the KNbO3 single crys-

tal, 68 constants from elastic, dielectric, and piezoelectric ten-

sors must be determined. In our case, 19 measured constants

are fixed in the optimization problem. Usually, to measure a

maximum of constants, two methods with electromechanical

and direct velocity measurements are performed jointly.16

More especially, cE66 is only determined by direct velocity

measurements. However, in our case, the samples are too small

to measure correct velocity values. Consequently, the cE66 value

is retained from the Zgonik12 set. This value does not contrib-

ute to the calculation of p (and the consistency quantification)

because it is independent of all the other constants. Finally, the

49 other missing components cannot be determined respecting

at best all the intercoefficient relations. Thus, an optimization

algorithm must be selected with an adequate objective function

to be minimized.

Here, the genetic algorithm,21 coded in Matlab,22 is

selected because, among the evolutionary algorithms, this algo-

rithm is compatible with the largest number of optimization

problems. Moreover, one of the main advantages of the genetic

algorithm is that it is able to examine the entire search space;

whereas, for a gradient flow optimization, it is possible for the

process to stay in a local minimum of the objective function.

Values from Zgonik et al.12 were selected to restrain the search

space because its KNbO3 structure (monodomain) can be con-

sidered as relatively close to ours. In the optimization process,

maximum variations of 200% from these values were selected.

Finally, the end of the calculation is performed in accordance

with a stopping criterion, which can be a defined minimum

value of the objective function or the number of iterations in

the optimization process. In our case, the second possibility

was selected with a maximum number of 200 000 generations.

This value corresponds to a good trade-off between time calcu-

lation and the delivered accuracy of the complete set.

For the objective function, it is logical to use the quanti-

fication criterion defined before and to establish the fitness

value f equal to the precision p. To respect the thermody-

namic stability of the orthorhombic single crystal, additional

conditions established by Aleshin and Raevski23 are also

applied in the evaluation of the set of parameters.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Determination of the complete set

The complete set of material parameters is given in

Table II for the (XYZ) frame defined in Sec. II A. As men-

tioned before, 19 parameters were measured and are marked

with a star. The measured electromechanical coupling coeffi-

cients kt, k33, k31, k32, and k15 are equal to 59.5%, 50.2%,

21.9%, 38.8%, and 30.3%, respectively.

The original sample, even if the sizes are relatively small,

cannot be considered as a perfectly homogeneous material,

which implies possible local variations of the electromechani-

cal properties. In our case, the five samples used for the char-

acterization most likely do not have precisely the same

properties, which introduced inconsistencies in the measured

data set and in the final results. Considering these inconsisten-

cies, it is impossible to reach the perfect zero value for p. To

avoid at the best the inconsistency due to the measurement on

several samples, several proposed methods used only one

sample with specific design for the electrodes.24–27

The numerical optimization described previously was

executed. With the genetic algorithm, the final result does

not depend on the initial database. Following the quantifica-

tion criterion definition (19), the set of Table II is consistent

for a precision defined by the p value 27.6� 10ÿ2. This fit-

ness value is obtained for Eq. (8) for its component C8(1, 1).

The calculation of the p value can be performed with other

published complete sets of piezoelectric materials with simi-

lar compositions. For comparison, the set given by Zgonik

et al.12 for an orthorhombic KN single crystal is consistent

for a precision 263.33� 10ÿ2, and Zheng et al.28 reached a

consistency of 8.49� 10ÿ2 for a tetragonal KNN-based

194106-4 Rouffaud et al. J. Appl. Phys. 116, 194106 (2014)
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single crystal with less independent constants than with an

orthorhombic structure.

To be more precise, C8(1, 1) corresponds to the relation

(Table I)

sE11 ÿ sD11 ¼ d31g31: (20)

If the numerical calculation is done with values from

Table II, sE11 ÿ sD11 is 0.32 pm2 Nÿ1, whereas d31g31 is equal

to 0.25 pm2Nÿ1. So, the highest relative difference Dmax

comes from this equation with 24.25%. With Zgonik’s data-

base, Dmax value is 114% and is extracted using Eq. (6) of

Table I. Finally, from values of Zheng et al., Dmax is lower

(8.2%). Among the 16 equations of Table I, the complete set

of Table II agrees with 7 of them with a Dmax smaller

than 2%.

The measured k33 value (50%) is lower than that of kt
(59.5%). Generally, an inverse behavior is observed, in par-

ticular, for most lead-based single crystals such as PMN-PT

or PZN-PT.29 To confirm our results, a piezocomposite has

been fabricated30 for high frequency ultrasonic transducer

applications. The measurement of kt of this 1–3 piezocompo-

site before the transducer fabrication delivered a value of

47%. According to the 1–3 connectivity31 chosen and to the

single crystal volume fraction used for the composite fabri-

cation, this value is expected to be very close to the k33 value

of the single crystal piezoelectric phase.32 This agrees with

the observation that k33 is lower than kt for our sample.

B. Functional characteristics

With the determined complete set of a KNbO3 single

crystal, the orientation dependence of the sound propagation

velocities and electromechanical coupling coefficients based

on the measured material constants given in Table II are

plotted in Figs. 5 and 6. These values were calculated using

the Christoffel tensor33 and solving the corresponding eigen-

value equation for determination of the velocities.

In Fig. 5(a), which represents the velocities in the

XY-plane, the values calculated exhibit a notable difference

between the X-direction (6868msÿ1) and the Y-direction

(4834msÿ1). In the crystal structure, a large difference between

the lattice parameters “a” and “b” was measured and leads to

these two values of longitudinal wave velocities. The longitudi-

nal wave velocity in the XZ-plane in Fig. 5(b) confirms the

small difference between the two measured lattice parameters

in the X- and Z-directions. In the three planes, the shear mode

velocity vs1 is slightly affected by the propagation direction.

The longitudinal velocity reaches its maximum at 30� around

the Z-axis in the XZ-plane. However, this value is very close to

that on the Z-axis which is the propagation axis for the waves

from modes generally used in the ultrasonic transduction.

The orientational dependence of the electromechanical

coupling coefficients kt, k33, k31, and k15 are represented in

Fig. 6. The coupling coefficients k32 and k24 are not plotted

to avoid an overload in the figure. The maxima of kt and k33
are obtained along the Z-direction. In Fig. 6(a), the kt and k33

TABLE II. Complete set of optimized (YXt)-45� cut for KNbO3 single crystal according to fundamental piezoelectric relations for various independent

variable sets. Stars indicate values measured.

(S,E)-type fundamental relations: cEij (10
9Pa), eij (Cm

ÿ2), �Sij=�0

cE11 cE12 cE13 cE22 cE23 cE33� cE44 cE55� cE66
212.98 36.01 67.04 105.49 47.00 191.23 74.30 123.51 95.50

e31 e32 e33* e24 e15* �S11� �S22� �S33�
3.50 ÿ1.55 5.66 5.88 3.10 87.0 699.2 34.5

(S,D)-type fundamental relations: cDij (10
9Pa), hij (10

9V mÿ1), bSij (10
9 mFÿ1)

cD11 cD12 cD13 cD22 cD23 cD33� cD44 cD55� cD66
253.07 18.23 131.74 113.38 18.32 296.00 79.90 135.99 95.50

h31 h32 h33 h24 h15 bS11 bS22 bS33
11.45 ÿ5.07 18.47 0.95 4.02 1.30 0.16 3.25

(T,E)-type fundamental relations: sEij (10
ÿ12 m2 Nÿ1), dij (10

ÿ12 CNÿ1), �Tij=�0

sE11� sE12� sE13 sE22� sE23 sE33� sE44 sE55 sE66
5.32 ÿ1.22 ÿ1.33 10.73 ÿ1.88 5.25 13.46 8.10 10.47

d31* d32* d33* d24 d15 �T11� �T22 �T33�
12.73 ÿ31.96 28.95 79.19 25.10 95.8 751.8 71.5

(T,D)-type fundamental relations: sDij (10
ÿ12 m2 Nÿ1), gij (V m Nÿ1), bTij (10

9 mFÿ1)

sD11 sD12 sD13 sD22 sD23 sD33� sD44 sD55 sD66
5.00 ÿ0.58 ÿ1.91 9.12 ÿ0.44 3.94 12.52 7.36 10.47

g31 g32 g33 g24 g15 bT11 bT22 bT33
0.0197 ÿ0.0504 0.0451 0.0119 0.0295 1.18 0.15 1.58

Coupling factors k (%) Density (kg/m3)

kt* k33* k31* k32* k15* q*

59.5 50.2 21.9 38.8 30.3 4575
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values are constant for the Z-axis rotation. The two others

are orientation dependent. In Figs. 6(b) and 6(c), kt and k33
are equal to zero for a 90� rotation because the single crystal

does not exhibit the spontaneous polarization in the X- and

Y-directions.

IV. CONCLUSION

The KNbO3 single crystal characterized here has a perov-

skite structure with orthorhombic mm2 symmetry at room

temperature. From an original piece with dimensions of

10� 10� 3mm3 and a (YXt)–45� cut, several samples were

cut to obtain the full set of dielectric, elastic, and piezoelectric

constants. The consistency of the delivered database was a

key point and to reach this objective a quantification criterion

(to be minimized) of this consistency was first defined and an

optimization was performed using a genetic algorithm. The

main advantage of this algorithm is that it is practically insen-

sitive to the choice of initial data; more precisely, it is only

necessary to restrain the search space. The final value of this

quantification criterion was compared with other values calcu-

lated from databases already published for similar composi-

tion.12 According to this criterion, results show that a better

consistency is obtained with our set of parameters.

Direct measurements confirmed good electromechanical

performance for the thickness mode with a kt of approxi-

mately 60%. Moreover, the good stability of these properties

as a function of frequency observed by Davis et al.15 coupled

with the high longitudinal wave velocity value makes this

material suitable for some high-frequency applications such

as medical imaging. Finally, the consistent complete set of

parameters of this piezoelectric lead-free material will be

of primary importance for numerical studies and design of

FIG. 5. Orientational dependence of the longitudinal velocity (m/s) vl and

the two shear velocities vs1 and vs2 in the (a) XY-plane, (b) XZ-plane, and (c)

YZ-plane.

FIG. 6. Orientational dependence of the coupling coefficients (%) kt, k33,

k31, and k15 in the (a) XY-plane, (b) XZ-plane, and (c) YZ-plane.
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devices as future legislation is expected to restrict the use

of lead-based compositions in several countries.
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